NOTE: All solutions require an updated Surface Mount Bezel with accommodation of Apple and 3rd party Adapters. Check SKU Status at iportproducts.com/surfacemountethernet

All Systems require a 2G wall box to accommodate all components.

iPad Audio Out

Parts Needed
- Surface Mount System (Bezel + Splitter)
- Apple lightning to 3.5mm mini jack adapter
- Belkin Lightning Rockstar Audio Adapter
- Apple Lightning Cable
- Ethernet Cable (power for iPad)

iPad Ethernet via Lightning

Parts Needed
- Surface Mount System (Bezel + Splitter)
- iPort Data Cable (70791)
- Apple lightning to USB 3 Adapter
- Apple USB to Ethernet Adapter
- Apple Lightning Cable
- Ethernet Cable (Power & Data iPad)
Surface Mount with Buttons

iPad Audio Out

Parts Needed
- Surface Mount with Buttons System (Bezel + Splitter)
- Apple lightning to 3.5mm mini jack adapter
- Belkin Lightning Rockstar Audio Adapter
- Apple Lightning Cable
- Ethernet Cable (Power iPad, Power & Data Keypad)

iPad Ethernet via Lightning

Parts Needed
- Surface Mount with Buttons System (Bezel + Splitter)
- Apple lightning to USB 3 Adapter
- Apple USB to Ethernet Adapter
- Apple Lightning Cable
- 2 Ethernet Cables (Power & Data iPad, Power & Data Keypad)
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